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A meeting of Banffshire Field Club was held
a t Banff this evening, when the president,
Sheriff J . W. More, presided over a good
attendance of members. After preliminary
business, the Secretary read a paper communicated by Mr Alex. Bremner, M.A., D.Sc.,
F.R.S.E., formerly Principal Lecturer in
Methods under the Aberdeen Provincial Committee, on Some Incidents in the Glacial a.nd
post-Glacial History of the Banff District.
The paper was as follows:—
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Local Glacial and Post-Glacial History.
During the Glacial Period Lower Banffshire
was thrice traversed by iee-sheets. In the
light of present knowledge it can be stated
t h a t the first ice-sheet came from the west and
north-west, and the second from the south
and south-west. The third ice-sheet, while it
came like the first from the west and northwest, was in all probability much thinner and
less extensive than either of the others though
it covered the whole of lower Banffshire and
most of northern Aberdeenshire.
Evidence of movement of ice from two different quarters was discovered many years
ago by the late Dr Horne when he was mapping Sheet 96 for the Scotch Geological Survey; and this was supplemented by Dr Reade
in the memoir on Sheets 96 (Banff) and 86
(Huntly), published in 1523. Both officers were
of opinion that only twice had this district
been invaded by ice. Convincing evidence ol a
third invasion was advanced in a paper published in 1928 in the Transactions of the Edinburgh Geological Society (Vol. xii„ Pt. 1).
Beneath these ice-sheets hills and projecting
bosses and knobs of roek were ground down
and in many eases still exhibit bare, iceworn, and even striated or ice-scratched surfaces. At the close of each invasion the ice
left behind it a mantle of drift-boulder clay
and moraines together with sands and gravels
transported and deposited by meltwater issuing from its retreating front. Drift indeed
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forms the surface throughout most of the district, but is very unequally distributed, being
thin or absent on hill-tops and deepest in the
hollows, particularly in the river valleys. The
flowing contours of this, like other glaciated
regions, a r e due to a levelling up as well as to
a levelling down. But in preglacial times the
surface features were in the main as they a r e
now: this is specially true of the larger features of hill and river valley. In detail, however, the surface has been greatly altered by
the accumulation of a complex series of drift
deposits.
Except in very flat country it rarely happens t h a t the valley of a well-established preglacial stream has been so completely choked
with drift that, when the ice disappears, the
drainage is directed into an entirely different
channel. In districts of fairly strong relief,
though the old valley-floors may be buried
under many feet of drift, the post-glacial
rivers follow the same general direction as
their preglacial predecessors.
Each stream, as soon as it began to flow
a f t e r the retreat of the ice, entered upon the
task of clearing out the drift t h a t encumbered the old valley, in doing so it sought
the lowest levels and swung now to one side,
now to the other. I t would be surprising if
the new stream-line coincided everywhere with
the earlier river channel. Owing to the uneven nature of the drift floor the post-glacial
river may from the first find itself superposed
on, and compelled to cut down into rock; or
this may happen only after the erosion of a
greater or less depth of drift. The alternations
of rock gorge and open reach, so frequent in
the river courses of Scotland and other glaciated regions, are due to streams losing their
way—failing to strike the precise line of the
preglacial valley—and being compelled to cut
through rock. (In t h a t stretch of the Don between Dyce and the sea this has happened five
times). In the open reach the river is working, by vertical and lateral erosion, solely
upon comparatively non - resistant glacial
debris; in the gorge it is cutting into the resistant
rock of
some spur
projecting
from the wall of the preglacial valley
and expending most of its power in vertical
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erosion only, deepening not widening its
channel. Between the open reaches above and
below the gorge the drift-filled preglacial
valley is to be looked lor to one side or the
other of the present track of the stream: there
may or may not be any indication of it on the
surface, and absolutely conclusive proof of its
existence can be got only by boring.
Between Turriff and the sea the lower
Deveron has strayed from its preglacial
course a t two points.
1. Above Bridge of Alvah the river traverses
an open reach in which it nowhere encounters
rock. Then it plunges into a rock gorge and
flows over rock for a. considerable distance.
Where rock ceases to form the bed of the river,
the present (post-glacial) valley joins the
earlier (preglacial) valley. It is quite plain
t h a t the river originally made here a wide
sweep to the west, and its drift-filled preglacial valley is to be sought in that direction.
2. Above Roger's Ford the river also encounters rock. The valley here closes in and
stands in marked contrast to the stretches
above and below. There the valley is open,
with wide alluvial floor; and has been eroded
in the drift that partially filled the old valley:
no rock appears in the bed of the river. As a t
Bridge of Alvah the preglacial valley lay to
the west of the present track of the stream.
While, as has been said, it is only by boring
t h a t the precise course of the preglacial valley
can be traced, there are clear indications that
a t both places the river has been shifted eastward.
There was another interesting episode in the
history of the Deveron. The last ice-sheet
during its retreat from lower Banffshire long
blocked all free outflow of water towards the
Moray Firth coast, and so much of the basin
of the Deveron as was then ice-free drained
southward over the Deveron-Ythian watershed
near Auchterless. A long, narrow, glacial or
ice-dammed lake occupied the valleys of the
lower Deveron and Idoch. Testimony to its
existence is found in high-level terraces that
fringe these valleys.
The wide flats about Plaidy and KingEdward are not, however, lake terraces but
alluvial fans, composed of sand and gravel
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deposited along the margin of the lake by a
complex of streams of meltwater flowing
from the edge of the ice as it retreated northward towards the coast. The channel—"overflow" or "outflow" channel—cut by the last of
these streams begins in the gap into which t h e
Macduff-Aberdour road dips and from which
one looks out past the "lone kirkyard of
Gamrie" over the Moray F i r t h ; and it can be
followed southward by Bog of Minnonie till it
merges into the channel of the Burn of KingEdward. In its upper (i.e., northern) portion
its size, where there is running water on its
floor, is manifestly out of all proportion to the
trickle of water now flowing through i t ; t h e
stream, such as it is, is a misfit, and the whole
configuration of this channel—and of others
connected with it—is evidence of the nature of
the agent t h a t fashioned it and of the power
with which it operated.
The last traces of the retreating ice-sheet in
the vicinity of Banff are to be found in t h e
Sandhills of Boyndie and the gravel mounds
east of Banff Bridge Station. These consist of
rock-rubbish washed out from t h e margin of
the ice just when it was losing its grip on the
mouth of the Deveron.
The dark clay found a t Blackpots and a t
Plaidy contains fragments of Jurassic rocks
from Cromarty or Sutherland; and the dark
clay itself is of the same origin. This clay
and its included erratics may have been
brought by ice during either the first or the
third ice-invasion, probably during the former.
The doubtful conclusion one must come t o in
this matter illustrates the uncertainty arising
from the complexity of the Banffshire drifts
and the need for further detailed study of
these puzzling deposits.

The paper was illustrated a t intervals by
the reading of extracts from a contribution by
the author, on 16th March 1927. to the Transactions of the Edinburgh Geological Society,
which further helped to elucidate points that
had been touched on. There followed some
interesting talk on the subject chiefly on
changes in the course of the Deveron, and on
the call of the President, Dr Bremner was
warmly thanked.

